Vocabulary Words
chipmunks    picked    sniffing    south    woods

1. Many trees grow in the ___________.
2. We ___________ flowers to give to mother.
3. My dog is ___________ for a bone.
4. We saw some _____________ eating nuts.
5. Many birds fly ___________ in the winter.

Comprehension

6. This story is most like a     fable, play, true story, fiction story.

7. Mudge is a _____________.

8. Henry likes to count birds. What does Mudge like to do?
   ____________________________________________________________

9. When does this story take place? _____________________________

10. Who are Henry and Mudge?
    ___________________________________________________________________
11. What do Henry and Mudge like to do together?

12. Why does Henry look at the trees?

13. Henry looks at the tops of the trees, but Mudge

14. The leaves turn ____________________ in the fall.

15. What interests Mudge most? ___________________

16. What does Mudge do with apples?

17. More than anything else, Henry and Mudge like to

18. This story is mostly about

19. Henry and Mudge do things differently because

20. How are Henry’s coat and Mudge’s coat different?